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12/08/05 TT No.16: Phil Hiscox - Plymouth Argyle (FC) & Oxford Utd (FC2)  

With the Devon League season starting a week after the Football League I decided 

to get in a few professional games. 

Tuesday 9th August: Plymouth Argyle v Watford (Championship), Score 3-3. 

I decided to try out the new Wessex Trains service that leaves Plymouth after an 

evening game at 10.15pm for all stations to Exeter and catch a Championship clash 

at Home Park. The ground was a 15 minute mainly uphill trek from the station 

(though downhill on the way home!) and I arrived at the still three quarters rebuilt 

Home Park. 

Both ends and 1 side have been rebuilt into a horseshoe stand seating 12,000 in a 

single tier stand with the main Leitch like stand and concrete terrace in front 

taking the capacity to 20,000. 

I had ordered my ticket online in advance for £21 and had a seat 9 rows back near 

the halfway line in the Lyndhurst section of the new stand. Pretty good view for 

the price and level of football. I purchased the re-branded "Pilgrim" programme for 

£2.50 which has 68 pages of top quality reading in what I have to say is the best 

programme I have ever got at Home Park; one interesting note being the glossy 

card cover protecting the issue yet the teams printed on an inside page where you 

can actually get a pen to work ! (1 of my pet hates is team sheets printed on such 

high-quality gloss!) 

After a 0-0 draw to start my season I was definitely in the right place on Tuesday. 

Argyle were 2 up in no time against what looked a poor Watford team. The Hornets 

reduced the arrears but before half time Argyle were 3-1 up. Whatever the 

Watford boss, Boothroyd, said to his players at half time was inspirational as they 

were as good in the 2nd half as they had been bad in the first. They pulled it back 

to 3-3 and could have gained all the points, though over 90 minutes a draw was a 

fair result. 13,600-odd in the ground provided a good atmosphere with probably 

less than 500 travelling supporters present. In all a thoroughly enjoyable night out! 

Wednesday 10th August. League 2. Oxford United 1 Torquay United 0. 

Torquay United ran a supporter’s coach to this away game at the Kassam Stadium 

which I joined at Exeter and paid £20 for the trip. I'm not particularly a Gulls fan 

and this is probably just as well on the evidence of the 2 displays I have witnessed 

this past week! But it was a chance to tick a new ground off my list as I struggle to 

possibly the slowest completion of the 92 in history! 

The coach duly arrived at the Kassam an hour before kick-off, plenty of time to do 

a lap of the outside of the stadium and collect my pre ordered ticket at ï¿½16 for 

the North Stand. I bought a proggie at £2.50 that was OK, but as per my earlier 



moan had the teams on the back cover of a heavy-duty gloss paper that seemed 

impervious to my black ‘bic’ pen! 

I had forgotten what it was like to be an away fan at a football league game, 

herded into the away stand and watched like a hawk by stewards as if we were 

some alien species, though to be fair the Oxford stewards were pretty friendly and 

helpful. I even had the novelty of buying a bottle of fizzy in the ground and not 

having the top removed! 

The away, North stand at the Kassam is not a bad place to watch all things 

considered, modern single tier stand on the side of the ground, albeit that the 

area for visitors was at 1 end far away from the home fans occupying the other 2 

stands in the 3- sided Kassam. 

Have I forgotten to mention the match? Hmmm well it was pretty dire, Oxford 

were the better of two poor sides and deservedly won 1-0 but with a little more 

belief would have won convincingly. My 300 or so Torquay fans made some noise 

and tried to lift their team but it just wasn't ‘gonna’ be their night. The 

attendance 4,800 and the highlight? Well mid-way through the first half the 

sprinklers came on during play!  
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